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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
Throughout all civilized countries of the world a great
army of men and women are employed in

and private, as teachers.

~stitutions,

both public

In the United States approximately a

million people (1926 figures) are engaged in that "most
o£ all processes," (4'7: 245) teaching.

~

Upon this army ot

teachers falls the threefold responsibility

or

training the

child £or physical development, tor mental success, and tor
morai character.

It is because this responsibility is so

~eat

and because the early and plastic years o£ a child's life are
so important that it is well to consider what personality factor
or factors 1n the direct teaching process have the greatest
power in guiding the lite of a pupil in the path of success,
that is, "with putting the pupil in adjustment with the world

.....

in which he must live and with generating in him adaptability
to a constantly changing world" (24: 14).
Some similar studies have been made.

Morrison (9'7: 98-

105) in an unpublished Master's thesis made a study of opinions
held by superintendents, principals, board members, college
presidents, and directors ot training schools who were in quest
o£ teachers.

The opinions, obtained in answer to questions

used as a basis of conversation with about 200 school administrators per year resulted in the following summary:

-

-2-

"1. Character traits are of great

tmpor~ance

..

1n deter-

mining success teaching.
11

2. Many desirable success traits may be cultivated by

teachers.
"3. Prospective teachers should analyze their character
traits before choosing teaChing as a profession.
"4. School authorities have a 4ef1nite responsibility

tor developing success traits in teachers."
Morrison believes that an analysis of traits making
for success should be significant to the prospective teacher.
Boynton (47: 245) says tnat "the success of pupils is
the main reason for employing teachers," thus making it obvious
that for efficient service educators believe that he who eontemplates teaching as a vocation would do well to evaluate
htmself 1n the light of "success traits."
In another Master's thesis, Hamrin (73: 108) made a

study of 120 students of the spring graduation class of 1925 1n
the State Teachers• College 1n Moorhead, Minnesota.

These

students were rated while 1n training, a rating seale including
54 characteristics being used.

During the second semester ot

the year following graduation a supervisor rated these same
students in service.

The last named administrator did not see

the blanks filled out by the supervisor at school.

Hamrin

found that in 108 answers received, the highest agreement between the ratings of the supervisor and the ratings or the

-3-

superintendent occurred in the following

si:x: traits t

1.

Academic thoroughness

57~

agreement

2.

General appearance

54%

"

3.

Improvement through
criticism

.. 50%

4.

Reliability'

49%

5.

Daily preparation

49%

6.

Promise of growth

"
"
"
"

•so%

In his conclusions Hamrin states that this group of

six characteristics was picked because it was on these that
the supervisor and superintendent gave "the most complete
/

agreemen~ and the least disagreement," and t.p.a t these characteristics were the most understandable.

These qualities now

form a new and more scientific, and Hamrin believes, a more
accurate scale than previous longer ones.
Courtis (60: 59tf) in a doctoral thesis says that
"success," for an investigation of this kind, "must be used
with a narrow connotation.

It will be taken to mean the

achievement of the immediate aims of the school in terms of
development of ability in the fundamental school arts - reading, writing, arithmetic."

He would have the term understood

as ''the achievement of the innnediate goals of the educative
process itself rather than from the ultimate effect of such
success upon either society or the individual."
The

following study ot "Personality as a Factor of

Success in the Educative Process." will attempt to answer the

~

-~------------------------------_~A--------------------------------1

----

.

following questions:
1.

What are the qualities of personality which make

tor success, not only in the teacher-pupil relationship, but also in the teacher-supervisor relationship?

..

2.

What in the opinion of educators and administrators

are the qualities necessary for teaching success?
3.

Can those qualities found so be most desirable in

teaching personality be acquired or developed, and if so, to
wba t

degree?
The sources of data on these questions are abundant.

These data may be classified under the following headings:
First, the rating scales for teachers used by boards of
education, teacher-training schools, superintendents, and principals.

An analysis of a representative number of these scales

should reveal the qualities which make for success in the judg..
ment of those who constructed the scales.
Secon~ly,

textbooks on the principles and methods of

teaching often mention qualities necessary in the successful
teacher.

The present study will endeavor to tabulate by

frequency of mention the traits found in fifteen such textbooks.
Thirdly, teachers' codes of ethics make reference to
teacher qualities.

Eight of the more important of these codes

will be analyzed on the principle that traits included by them
as ethically desirable must be considered as having a connection
with teaching success.

')-~------------~~-------------.
~Fourthly, there are a number of very interestinS studies
1n which pupils in the schools have rated their teachers tor the

qualities which have exerted an influence in their later lives.
Fifthly, an independent study ot the opinion or adults

..

was made of the qualities of teachers which have lett an impress
on their lives.

~·

----------------------------------------------------------~

...

CHAPTER II
WHAT IS PERSONALITY?
Personality, from the Latin

perso~,originally,

an

actor's mask and from personare, to sound through, is a term
applied in philosophy, and in common speech to that individuality which makes a being what he is, or marks him off from all
that he is not.
!he word "person" as used 1n the above definition means
to the Scholastics "neither consciousness, nor soul nor body,
but the complete Ego, the living rational being, arising out of
the substantial union of both principles," as Maher (21: 559)
puts it, for they "are committed to. the notion that a person is
real, with all the moral, political, and economic consequences
involved."

In the definition of the Scholastics a person is

....

"a suppositum of a rational nature," and this suppositum is
0 the

entire and ultimate source of all operations" (21: 559).

Or with St. Thomas we may say that a person is "a distinct
being subsisting in an intellectual nature" (4: I, 29, Art. 3).
11

The Scholastics recognize personality in the inarticu-

late infant no less than in the wisest philosopher.

The physi-

cal, intellectual, social, and moral attributes of the person
undergo modification with the years, but the person is one
throughout.

Man does not lose his personality by sleep, in-

sanity, suspensions or alterations of consciousness, for
-6-

~~·--------------~
_,_
...

throughout them all he remains one complete substance endowed
with reason" (28: 161).
Moore (22: 28) holds that personality "is our concept
of ourselves, our memory of our life, into which is set, like
jewels in a ring, the mental events of the present."
The older schools of philosophy, while insistent upon
the definition of personality, were no• greatly concerned with
the study of the manifold types of personal! ty which men tal
hygiene, psychiatry and psychoanalysis have now rendered so
familiar.

They distinguished only four types of personal! ty

(or temperament ) - the sanguine, the choleric, the phlegmatic
and the melancholic, to which was sometimes added a fifth - the
nervous.

Although this division has been

disc~ded,

still the

endocrinologists to today follow on the same track, the physiological one.

...

The psychologist of today faces a "bewildering array of
. human nature," and we assent to Prince's view that "personality
is a complex affair in that in its make-up there enter so many
factors, some acquired and some innate" (27: 112).

These are

our reactions to the environment, our moral and social conduct,
the affective reactions of our sentiments, instincts, feelings
and other conative tendencies, our habits, judgments, points of
view and attitudes of mind" (27: 112).

These, in turn, "are

determined by the mental experiences of the past by which they
are developed, organized and conserved in the unconscious"

~~------------~--------------.

,,.

(27: 112).

Berman (31: 107) and others of' the modern school explain personality in terms of' endocrinal activities, while
Kempf forms a bridge between "the mental approach of' the

..

psychoanalysts and. the physical approach of' the endocrinologists" (30: 107).
The Scholastic definition of' personality reflects more
truly the real conditions of' life.

It supplies the best answer

to questioners, for it contains, in germ at least, the ultimate
truth which today is often merely obscured by the accumulation
of scientific data which bear upon the manifestations of' personality rather than upon its nature.
To the layman, the terms personality and character are
so interrelated, their meaning so interlocked that the terms are
inter-changeably used.

It is possible, however, to set up a

•·

clear distinction between character, personality and temperament
Maher holds that character is

11

the total collection of'

a man's acquired moral habits grafted into his natural temperament" (21: 391).

Character, with Kaher, is thus partly in-

herited, partly formed by experience.
taniea defines it as

11

The Encyclopaedia Brit-

the distinguished traits of' anything, and

particularly the moral and mental qualities of' an individual
human being, the sum of' those qualities which distinguish him
as a personality" (15: 856}.
Valentine says that character expresses itself' through

,

~~------~------~
-9...

courage, fortitude, and deter.mination, and that it should be
accompanied by common sense.

As these qualities may seem in-

complete, he adds honesty, loyalty, piety, and love.
where these qualities

emerg~

Now

..

in victory after conflict, there

is evidence of character, for Character is limited to those
situations in which there is a resistance or actual conflict,
a contest of the tendencies.

It one

~ssesses

virtues that

are not born of trials of this sort, it is an open question
whether he has character or not.

Mill calls character "a com-

pletely fashioned will," with "will" meaning a sum of those
tendencies which "act in a firm, prompt, and definite

w~y

upon

all the principal emergencies of life" (35: 184).
There are at least three varying views of character.
In the first, it may be understood as comprising all qualities
in regard to which human beings differ, intelligence traits
included, but not many subscribe to this idea.

•·

In another

sense character and personality are synonymous.
To Morton Prince character is a visible personality,
while personality itself is "the sum total of all the biological, innate dispositions, impulses, tendencies, appetites, and
instincts of the individual and of all the acquired disposition
and tendencies" (27: 532).

Thus, according to Prince, a per-

sonality must be present in order to possess a character.
The primitive, unformed native disposition of a child
may be

desi~ ted

as temperament.

"Temperament modified by

~'----------------~----------------~
-10training and the implantation of ideals of conduct resu1ts in
the character of the individual," says Moore (22: 51).
What the old school called tempera·:,;ment, the modern
psychologist calls general emotionality, and clearly says that

"by temperament we refer primarily to all phases of emotional
tendencies and behavior" (16: 571).

Under this ter.m Gates in-

eludes emotions and nervous stability •• He, too, classes such
qualities as calmness, cheerfuiness, pessimism, courage or
timidity as aspects of temperament.
Someone has said that personality is ourselves as
others see us, and what the world chiefly notices are such
external attributes as charm, carriage, and commanding presence
or lack of it.

Roback, however, believes that in estimating a

personality, it is the invisible which counts, and that it is
this phase of the study to which we should pay attention, as
there are certain personality factors which, though dynamically
effective, are not intuitively observable.
In our old friends we respect and love them t.or that

deeper, inner group of graces and qualities which have stood
out in our rela tiona with them.
In

the different vocations of life, seemingly different

qualities of personality are desirable.

It often happens that

certain qualities come to be associated with, or to be consider·
ed characteristics of, a group.

In

a test made of 127 students

of technology and 493 students of life insurance salesmanship,

~-·------~~------~
•ll.
preyd arrived at the conclusion that those who were interested
in human beings (salesmen) "are differentiated from the students
of mechanics by greater social
bility~

adaptability~

ability~

excitability~

credulity or suggesti-

self-confidence~

ness, present-mindedness and good-nature" (46: 357).

talkativeThe

students of mechanics impressed him with an inclination to selfconsciousness, to be careful of

detail~,

a predisposition to be

inhibited and cautious, reticent, absent-minded, and glum.
Freyd says:

"They are capable of making fine co-ordinations

and excel in slow, painstaking and accurate effort" (46: 94-87).
A study of 1,097 students, who were following an engineering course gave significant negative scores to social
interests in Freyd 1 s scale.

The law students showed that they

went to the opposite extreme, and those following the liberal
arts courses came in between the negative and the positive ex-•·
tremes (78: 365-78).
A musician, a

pianist~

the same equipment as any other

let us say, begins life with
person~

but his inheritance is

that of a marvelous nervous system which is capable of making
those exceedingly fine neuro-muscular coordinations for manipulation of the keyboard.

He must possess quick perception, a

fine ear, "affective sensitivity," an unusual intellect, an
excellent memory, and a quick perception for rapid reading.
With all this wonderful physical equipment he must needs
possess character of the highest kiDd 1n order to earn for

-12himself a place in the list or the
In a pastor

wor~d's

notable personalities.

we look ror a deep understanding of human

nature which a profound scholar usually possesses; a broad
sympathy with all classes of people; poise, which gives distinction and impresses others because it results from a man's mastery
of self; and eloquence, "one of the gifts of a man of poise."
Added to this we expect a selflessness or humility with a moder.n
touch, the kind that does not withdraw fram battle, but modestl,
claims the place which one's talents give him a right to fill;
and last but not least, the courage of one's convictions.
Somewhere Pliny says, "In cheerfulness lies the success of our studies," and we can expand this so as to say that
cheerrulness makes for the success of our lives.

This cheer-

fulness implies several things, one of which is the ability to
repress personal feelings when ill-humored, since courtesy requires that we should not intrude our troubles upon others, in
fact, it requires that we let no one know about them.
this in mind, one successful

C~cago

Keeping

woman has achieved notable

success in a man's business, in a plumbing concern of which she
is now the owner.

She is thoroughly convinced that

chee~ful

ness is one quality which in itself will carry an individual
farther than any other single virtue.

By combining

c~eerful

ness with patience and tactfulness she aims to be pleasant
always no matter how maddening the situation may be, and that
is her secret of success.

~------------------------~~~--------------------------1
But we must not become over-confident of our ability to
reduce the successful personality to its elements or fundamentals or simplest principles, for scarcely any two persons agree
on the qualifications necessary in any given vocation, or even
on the precise nature of a quality - for example, tact - which
all may have agreed is essential.

But our anal7Bis of the

traits of a successful teacher may be aorrect and helpful
within its limits, even though it remains incomplete for "agreement upon certain definitions of personality is not imperative,
but the problem of its development and agreement upon certain
traits inherent in the term is," says Bennett (45:17 ).
In the huge Western Electric plant just 9uhside of

Chicago, three years ago, Miss Edna Harrold,

D~ector

of

Personnel, stated in an interview that "success in business is
two parts personal! ty and only one part brain."

She applies

...

that principle to her work herself, and in advising girls tells
them how to acquire what she ealls "that all important characteristic."

As director of personnel and recreation, and also

as president of the girls' clubs, she has been a sister-guide
to thousands of employees in her fifteen years of contact with
working girls and has studied personality at close range.
This, Miss Harrold defines as consisting largely of five
qualities.

These five qualities are:

personal appearance, a

pleasing appearance, which may be acquired; secondly, pleasantness or the quality of getting alOng with people; thirdly,

-14-

...
courtesy, a proper respect for others and an observance of the
usual civilities; fourthly, quietness, or poise and reserve and
fifthly, sincerity, not only toward herself and life in general,
but also toward the place 1n which the., young woman seeks to be
placed - in a word, a sincerity of purpose.
This analysis of a successful personality, coming from
a woman who herself has climbed the la~der of success from the
position of a filing-clerk to that of director of personnel in
an organization where some 7,000 women are employed, seems
authoritative enough to be mentioned here; tor realities, not
theory, must surely rule in such a mammoth plant, a small city
within itself, where the effects of undesirable traits are so
quickly and clearly perceived (5 Ja Part 2).
Dean Laing of the University of G.hicago painted a
striking, though simple, picture of the real educator when he •
said to a gathering of teachers:

"In all your discussions I

have failed to hear any mention made of the personality of the
teacher, which is after all the fundamental thing in education.
Education resolves itself in the last analysis to a matter of

..

teacher and pupil and the discussion groups now popular are
the most hopeful and the longest step back to the old Socratic
method that I know of in modern education" (U: 3).
Miss Thyrsa Amos, Dean of Women of the University ot
Pittsburgh, in an address on "The Teacher, - Person or Keth.od?"
emphasized the need of personality and spirituality in the

"".

-~-------------------------------~l~e~--------------------------------·

..

teacher and pleaded with them not to lose these qualities in
the "maze of the mechanics of s ehool management and adminis tration11 {llt 16).

We can, therefore, summarize this chapter by

saying that, while psychologists may disagree as to the nature
and components of personality, the layman entertains no doubt
as to its necessity 1n the affairs of life.
the problem of determining, 1n so far

~

We may now take up

we can, which qualities

are most necessary for the successful teacher.

·•·

CHAPTER III
DESIRABLE TRAITS OF TEACHER PERSONALITY
{1) Traits Approved by Authorities on Education
In order to ascert•in the thought of authorities on
education concerning the qualities that make tor teaching suecess, fourteen representative texts were selected tor study.
a

Three of these texts contained references to the works of other
authors; these are listed separately, making the total number
of sources seventeen.
The texts are as follows:
1.

Bagley, William Chandler, The Educative Process.

2.

Barnett, P. A., Common Sense 1n Education and Teaching•

3.

Bolton, Frederick Elmer, Principles of Education.

4.

Colegrove, Chauncey P., The Teacher and the School.

5.

Cubberley, Elwood P., An Introduction to the Study of
Education and to Teaching.

6.

Davis, Sheldon Emmor, The Technique of Teach!Ag.

7.

Holmes, Arthur, Principles of Character Making.

s.

Lowth, Frank J ., Everyday Problems of the Country Teacher.

9.

Morrison, Henry c., The Practice of Teach;ng 1n the
Secondary Schools.

o.

Parker, Samuel Chester, Methods of Teaching 1n High School.

1.

Parker, Samuel Chester, TyPes of Elementary Teaching and
Learnipg.

2.

Reudiger, William Carl, The Principles of Education.
-16-
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r·

Trow, William Clark, Scientific Method in Education.
Washburne, Carleton, and Stearns, Myren M., Better Schools.
Texts containing references to other authors:
15•

Bagley, William Chandler, School Discipline.

16.

Baldwin, Bird Thomas, gualities of Teachers.

1'7.

Clapp, F. L., "A Study of Rankings for Personality Qualities of Experienced Superintendents."

•
The following table gives the traits mentioned as
desirable by these authorities.
TABLE I
PERSONA.LITY TRAITS MENTIONED AS DESIRABLE IN TEXTBOOKS
ON EDUCATION

No.

Trait

1. Sympathy with child life
2. Personality: vital,
strong
Health,
vigor, physical
3.
soundness of body
4. Professional training
and growth
5. Tact, skill in handling
child
6. Poise, self-control
7. Intellectual honesty
a. Teaching skill
9, Justice, fairness
10. Personal appearance
11. Enthusiasm
12. Sincerity
13. Scholarship
14. Courtesy, refinement,
good breeding

Textbook
Mentioning
Trait

Frequency Per Cent
of
of
Mention Mention

3-4-5-6-8-914-15-16-1'7
3-4-5-6-7-89-10-13
2-4-5-6-8-914-15-17
1-3-4-5-6-1214
l-4-5-9-10-16

10

2-5-15-16-17
1-2-4-5-8
6-8-9-14-16
2-5-15-17
2-5-15-17
4-6-8-15
5-8-15-17
4-5-15-17
2-5-8-16

t58.a ·*'

9

52.9

9

52.9

7

41.16

6

35.28

5

29.4
29.4
29.4
23.5
23.5
23.5
23.5
23.5
23.5

5

5
4
4
4
4
4
4

r~
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TABLE I (CONTINUED)

No.

Trait

Textbook
Mentioning
Trait

Frequency Per Cent
or
of
Mention Mention

15. Executive ability and

4-5-8-14

4

23.5

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

4-5-6-14
2-5-8
3-5-6
1-2-16

4
3
3
3
3

23.5
17.6
17.6
17.6
17.6

2-4-5
5-8-14
3-6-12
4-8-16

3
3
3
3

17.6
17.6
17.6
17.6

5-8-10
4-6-8
5-6-8
5-8-14
4-6-16
8-15
4-16
5-8
8-11
4-12

3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2

17.6
17.6
17.6
17.6
17.6
11.7
11.7
11.7
11.7 ..
11.7

2-6
4-5
4-8
6-14
4-6
4
8

2
2
2
2
2
1
1

11.7
11.7
11.7
11.7
11.7
5.8
5.8

1
2
4
16

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

5.8
5.8
5.8
5.8

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30..
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

initiative
Knowledge
Voice
Child-leadership
Reserve, dignity
Character, high moral
standards
Courage
Sociability, naturalness
Intelligence
Love for child, pupil
insight
Judgment
Accuracy, carefulness
:Mental vision, idealism
Life experience
Interest in children
Cooperation, willingness
Order, system
Common sense
Homelike atmosphere
Dependability, responsibility
Faith in youth
Devotion to service
Industry
Psychological method
Definiteness of purpose
Persistence, endurance
Alert and decisive in
action
Unselfishness
Patience
Keen observation
Will power
Self-confidence
Humor (ability to enjoy)
Emotional respons.e
Ability to get attention
Interest in hygiene

4-15-1~

8

s
6
6
6

s.a

5.8
5.8
5.8
5.8

The greatest agreement is found in connection with
eight qualities:

(l) sympathy with child life; (2) personality;

(3) Health; (4) professional training and growth; (5) tact,
including skill in handling the child; (6) poise and selfcontrol;

(7) intellectual honesty; and (8) teaching skill.

These qualities are noted in 29.4•
Nearly one-fourth

(23.5~

%)

%or

more of the texts.

of the texts mention justice or

fairness, personal appearance, enthusiasm (in the subject
taught), sincerity, adequate scholarship, courtesy (implying
culture and refinement), executive ability and initiative, and
!knowledge (apparently lmowledge of the subject).
~eading
~eem

The eight

traits, together with the seven already mentioned,

to be the ones considered as most essential by authorities

pn principles and methods of teaching.
As invariably happens in studies of this kind, many of
~he

traits, although described in different terms, are probably

~·-~--------------------------~20~----------------------------.
)' identidal.

For example, there is little, if any,

diffe~nce

between sympathy with child life, child leadership, homelike
atmosphere, love for child, faith in youth and interest in
children.

We may, therefore, reduce the 55 traits to 34 by com-

bining them as follpws:

With No. 1:

(sympathy with child life}~

combine (18) Child leadership, (33} Homelike atmosphere, (24}
Love for child, pupil insight, (35}

Fai~h in

Interest in children, and (55) Sympathy;
ity:

youth, (29)

With No. 2: (Personal-

vital, strong), combine (ll) Enthusiasm, (41) Alert and

decisive in action, and (45) Will power;

With No. 4: (Profes-

sional training and growth), combine (13) Scholarship, {16)
Knowledge, (28} Life experience, and (53) Mastery of tools of
learning;

With No. 5a (Tact, skill 1n handling child), combine

{32) Common Sense and (25) Judgment;

With No. 6a

(Poise, self-

control), combine (19} Reserve, dignity, and (43) Patience;
With No. 8: (Teaching skill), combine (38) Psychological method;
With No. 30: (Cooperation, willingness), combine (34} Dependability, responsibility, (36) Devotion to service, and (54)
Loyalty.
The effect of such grouping is the elimination from
the sixteen most desirable traits of (11) Enthusiasm, (13)
Scholarship, ( 16) Knowledge, and the addition in their place of
(30) Cooperation, willingness, (20) Character, and (23) Intelligence.

The ranking then becomes:
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TABLE II
PERSONALITY TRAITS MENTIONED AS DESIRABLE
ON EDUCATION

Trait
1. Sympathy with child 11£e

Textbook
Mentioning
Trait
2-3-4-5-6-89-11-14-15-16
3-4-5-6-1-89-10-13-15-16
1-3-4-5-6-812-14-15-17
2-4-5-6-8-914-15-17
1-4-5-8-9-1016
2-4-5-15-16-17
6-8-9-14-16
1-2-4-5-8
4-5-8-12-15
2-5-15-17
2-5-15-17
5-8-15-17
2-5-8-16
4-5-8-14

2. Personality: vital~
strong
3. Pro£essional training
and growth
4. Health~ vigor, physical
soundness o£ body
5. Tack~ Skill in handling
child
·
6. Poise, self-control
7. Teaching skill
8. Intellectual honesty
9. Cooperation~ willingness
10. Justice, £airness
11. Personal appearance
12. Sincerity
13. Courtesy
14. Executive ability and
initiative
15. Character~ high moral
1-2-16
standards
16. Intelligence
3-6-12
17. Courage
2-4-5
18. Sociability~ naturalness 5-B-14
19. Voice
2-5-8
20. Accuracy~ care£ulness
4-6-8
21. Mental vision~ idealism
5-6-8
4-16
22. Order~ system
23. Industry
4-B
24. Definiteness o£ purpose
4-6
25. Persistence, endurance
4
26. Unsel£ishness
1
27. Keen observation
4
8
28. Self-confidence
29. Humor (ability to enjoy) 5
6
30. Emotional response
31. Ability to get attention 6
6
32. Interest in hygiene

m

TEXTBOOKS

Frequency

Per Cent

:Mention

Mention

11

64.7

11

64.7

10

58.8

9

52.9

7

41.1

6
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
4

35.2
29.4
29.4
29.4
23.5
23.5
23.5
23.5
23.5

3

17.6

3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2

17.6
17.6
17.6
17.6
17.6
17.6

or

2

1
1
1
1
l
1
1
1

or

11.7

11.7
11.7
5.B

s.s

5.8
5.8

5.a
5.8
s.s
5.8

-·

TABLE II (CONTINUED)

-

Textbook
Mentioning
Trait

Trait

-

33. Care of individual needs
34. Skill of muscle, coordination of hand

Frequency

or

Per Cent
of
Mention

6

1

14

1

s.a
5.a

Mention

In the elimination of identicat terms Table II shows
that over fifty per cent or the texts consider (1) Sympathy
with child life, (2) Personality: vital, strong, (3) Professional training and growth, and (4) Health, vigor, physical
soundness of bodz as the most desirable teacher qualities,
and over one-third (35.2

%)

of the texts add (5) Tact, Skill

in handling child, (6) Poise, self-control, and (7) Teaching
skill.
Over one-fourth (29.4

%) of

the texts consider the

seven mentioned traits plus (8) Intellectual honesty, and
(9) Cooperation,
(23.5

%)

will~ess

and nearly one-fourth of them

add to the list (10) Justice, fairness, (11) Personal

a_p:e_earance, (12) S1nceritz, (13) Courtesz and (14) Executive
ability and initiative, as those qualities which a teacher
should possess in order to insure success 1n the profession.

-•

(2) Traits Approved by Rating Scales
"The greatest need in school administration is a
practicable plan for evaluating

service~"

but because of the maiiY' difficulties

t.~

says Kelly

(82:15)~

be overcome, he be-

lieves with many others that a satisfactory working basis will
never become a reality.
A rating system is based on

th~

human element and so is

fallible; often its working-out is biased, yet it is better to
judge teachers' work in an orderly and more or less scientific
manner than not to judge it at all, or to permit mere prejudice
and unchallenged opinion to hold sway.
solution to the difficulty and

There seems but one

that~declares

Kelly, is "the

measurement of effectiveness of teaching work must become a
function of the school system" (82: 15).
According to Kelly (82: 15), in order to be satisf'ac- •·
tory a rating scheae must have four essential characteristics.
First, it must be constructive and objective, that is,
it must recognize merit and also be able to detect defects;
Second~

it must have the cooperation of the teachers;

Third, it must never be the judgment of a single
individual, however capable, but be a judgment made from
several angles to reduce the probability of error;
Fourth, it must be constructed on a scientific basis,
so that the observers will be using the same methods of observation and estimation.

r~----------------~
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The publication by E.

c.

Elliott in 1910 of a rating

card which listed traits necessary for teaching success gave
great stimulus to the attempt to measure the more intangible
qualities of teachers.
The writer selected for analysis the following ten
rating scales:
1.

Armentrout, W. D. "The Ratin~ of Jl'eachers by Training
Teachers and Superintendents, Colorado State Teachers
College.

2.

Boyce Efficiency Score Card.

3.

Cubberley, Ellwood R., Rating Sheet and Score Card.

4.

Eckhardt, c. c., "Faculty Self-Survey and the Improvement
of Teaching."

s.

Harms, E. L., "Checking Personal Traits."

6.

Morgan, Joy Elmer, "A Service Scale for Teachers."

7.

Manninga, s. P., "Estimates of Teachers in Service made
by Graduate Students, as Compared with Estimates made by _..
Principal and Assistant Principal.~

s.

Rating Sheet for Student Teachers, State Teachers College,
Moorhead, Minnesota.

9.

Showalter, Benjamin R., "The Development of Supervision of
Instruction."

10.

Tubbs, Eaton

v.,

"The Selection of Teachers."

An analysis of the ten rating scales revealed the

following:

~ ----------------------------~2~5--------------------------·
TABLE III
PERSONALITY TRAITS MllNTIONED AS DESIRABLE IN TEN RATING
SCALES

Trait

No.

1. Health or vitality
2. .Ability, power 1 executive
capacity
Professional
attitude,
3.
zeal, growth in spirit
4. Teaching skill
5. Tact
6. Self-control
7. General appearance
B. Voice
9. Personality - personal
force
10. Sense of justice, fair
• m.indedness
11. Sociability
12. Ability to provoke
thought

Scale
Number

FrequencyPer Cent
of
of
Mention Mention

1-5-7-8-9-10
2-5-6-7-9-10

6
6

60
60

2-5-6-8-9-10

6

60

5-6-7-9-10
l-2-5-6-10
1-2-6-9
l-2-9-10
l-5-6-10
2-3-4-'7

5
4
4
4
4

5

50
50
40
40
40
40

1-2-9-10

4

40

2-5-6-10
5-6-9-10

4
4

40
40

.

-olt·

Table III contrasted with Table II shows an agreement
of

56.2~

in the nine traits oft

(2) Personality: vital,

strong, (3) Professional trainipg and growth, (4) Health,

vigo~~

phzsical soundness of body, (5) Tact, skill in handling child,
(6) Poise, self-control, (7) Teaehina skill, (8) Justice, fair~~

(ll) Personal appearance and (14) Executive ability and

initiative, enumerated as the sixteen'most desirable traits
mentioned 1n textbooks of education.
Armentrout in a contribution to the subject of rating
teachers (42: 54) gives an interesting table, ahowing the agree-

ments 111

ma.rk 1ng

between training teachers and school superin-

tendents in working with a rating scale at Colorado State
Teachers College.

The table as it appears 1n his study is as

follows:
TABLE IV

RA.'l'INGS OF TRAllliNG TEACHERS - RANKS IN PER CENT OF
AGREEMlmT ~
From W. D. Armentrout, !he Rating of Teachers by Training Teachers and Superintendents, P•
Trait &ank
No.
l

].2

l.O
6
].4
].3
8

l.l
5
3
4

J.6
].5

7
9

~he

ing

Scholarship
Correct use of English
Control
Instructional skill
Psychological method
Ability to awaken interest and effort
Ability to get on with pupils
Voice
Originality
Initiative
Leadership
Interest in life of school
Interest in life of community
Willingness to cooperate
Desire for professional growth
Loyalty'

2
l.

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

marks and those of the school superintendents are

shown 1n the eleven traits followinga

of

46.3
47.9
39.0
40.3
42.9
37.0
3'7.4
42.3
40.0 •
43.5
45.1
44.4
36.2
37.0
42.8
40.6

highest percentages 1n agreement between the train-

teac~ers'

English,

Per Cent
Agreeing

Trait

(a) Correct use of

(b) Scholarship, (c) Leadership, (d) Interest in lite

schoo~,

(e) Initiative, (t) Psychological method, (g) Desire

r
•
tor professional growth, (h) Voice, (i) Loyalty, (j) Instructional skill, and (k) Originality.
Peterson and Cook (106: 322-30) made a study based on
score cards and teacher rating devices.

From the answers given

to a questionnaire sent to 173 teachers' colleges and universities, they arranged a composite rating scale for general efficiency.

The division devoted to personality traits headed the

composite scale.

The items listed under personality traits are:

l.

Personal appearance

2.

Voice

3.

Cooperation

4.

Initiative

5.

Tact

6.

Health

7.

Loyalty

a.

Enthusiasm

9.

Self-control

10.

"-

Poise

Comparing the ten traits of this composite scale with
Table II, there is round an agreement of 43.7% in the qualities
of (1) Personal appearance, (11),
Initiative (14),
control (6),

(5) Tact (5),

(3) Cooperation (9),
(6) Health (4),

(4)

(9) Self-

(10) Poise (6).

The term "personality" does not mean the same tning to
any one group of persons, even to those of any one profession,

~--------------------------2--a---------------------------•

and there are enough definitions tor the term to make a small

dictionary.

It would not be practicable to include all the

traits given importance by different school administrators, tor

..

they range :from several to so many that the list becomes too
1ong :for practical use.
The qualities, or traits, tabulated in the part o:f this
study devoted to rating scales, are onlt those upon which there
was the greatest agreement given by the authors and users o:f
rating scales as necessary for competent rating of success
traits o:f teachers.
(3) Traits Approved by Codes of Ethics
Codes o:f ethics have been adopted by many professions,
among them, the teaching profession.

Practically all formal

teaching groups (social or political) have adopted codes.
"A professional code o:f ethics is a norm or standard of
professional conduct for which the body stands as a whole."
(69:

3).
In the next :frequency table we have the teacher quali-

ties making tor success, as listed in the Teachers Codes ot
Ethics, ten of which were selected as the basis of a part of
this study.
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(1) Standard of Ethica tor Grade Teachers of the United States.
National League of Teachers Aasociation Year Book Journal National E~cation Association, April 1923.
(2) Mississippi Code adopted 1918. Journal National Education
Association, p. 40.
,,

(3) Iowa State TeaCher• Aaaociatio~. Code adopted November
Journal National Education Association.

192~

(4) Ethics tor Teachera - Dr. John Wayland. adopted by Virginia
State Teachers Asaociation Nov. 1913. Journal J'ational
Education Association. Nov. 1922.
(5) Ethics tor Teachera. Dr. G. K. ~o~bea - New York Code.
Journal National 3dUcation Association. June 1922.
(6) Ethics for the Teaching Proteas1on. G. G. Chambers. Univ.
of Pennsylvania. Journal JTational Education Association.
December 1922.
(7) Code of Professional Ethica for Utah Teachers • Problems in
Educational Administration, Strayer and Englehardt.
(8) Code of Ethics tor JUch1gan Teachera. (Problema in Educati
al Administration) See #7.
( 9) Code ot Ethics tor Teaching Profeaa1on. Developed at the
University of California in 1928. (Loyola Educational
Digest) 371.101 - 965)
( 10) A Code of ~Jiica for Teachers. Adopted by the Chicago
Jaementary Teacher• Councils October 1923TPrinted by
order ot the Elementar.y Teachers General Council, April
10, 1924.

•

•
TABLE V

SUCCESS TRAITS FOUND IN TEACHERS CODES OF ETHICS

..

Trait
l

Service or obligation of pupils

2

Courtesy
•
Ethical behavior 1n regard to
fellow workers
Cooperation with administration
Honesty
Growth in profession, abreast of
times
Loyalty to profession
Character
Benevolence, not indulgence sympatey
Teaching skill

3

4
5
6

7
8
9
10

Codes
Per Cent
Mentioning
of
Trait
Mention
90

l-3-4-5-67-8-10
3-4-7-10
2-8-9-10

40
40

3-5-7-9
4-8-10
5-6-10

40
30
30

5-6-7
l-2-4
l-3-7

30
30
30

3-4-9

30

Great significance may be attached to the mention of
these personality traits and especially to their high percentage (70) of agreement with the sixteen most desirable traits
mentioned 1n Table II, for they have been gathered from nationwide sources and each source is representative of many organizations within it.
{4) Traits Approved by Superintendents
The function of individuals' in a supervisory capacity
is to check up on the work of the classroom teacher for the
double purpose of enforcing standards, and of rendering practical assistance to the teacher.

Naturally, this is a difficult

task, and when the problem is to develop more effective•teachtng,

it becomes still more difficult.

tendents are only

occasiona~;

The visits of superin-

and personality qualities in the

staff are not as apparent to them as to the principal, who has

..

opportunities for more constant observation.
Whether one is conscious of it or not, a constant process of rating goes on:

the people

ra~e

the boards of educa-

tion, the boards rate the superintendents, and principals in
their turn rate the teachers for the qualities that make for
effectiveness.

Whether there is a score card or not, the ratin

is nevertheless made.
Where salary increases are based on efficiency, the
work of a superintendent requires great care and discretion.
In

order to discharge his duty conscientiously, some rating

device is used to help make the findings objective.

Where a

teacher's efficiency is found by the use of such determining
factors as the results obtained by the use of standardized
tests and intelligence tests, or the scores resulting from the
use of psychological tests and achievement tests, the task is
somewhat easier; but to be a leader of his staffs, so as to
insure a spirit of cooperation and loyalty throughout the
system, and to be careful to select and retain only the efficient workers, is indeed an undertaking demanding a thorough
knowledge of human nature.
Pyle (28: 447) from his study at Detroit Teachers
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college believes that the most successful teacher is the one
-lth a high intelligence rating, but this same teacher must
haVe all the other necessary qualities in a high degree, too.
He says that he has "searched through

,,~ll

the literature on

the subject of teacher rating to ascertain what factors have
been mentioned as probably operative" (28: 447) in successful
teaching.

''There are probably at leas'ft 100 items or character-

istics that operate to produce teaching success" (28: 447) and
this success, says Pyle, depends on factors having to do with
personality, with temperament, with persistence, and with determination.
Just what these success qualities are, the superintendent must know well.

Bagley (7: 31) in this connection pre-

sents, from an unpublished study on file in the library of the
University of Illinois, F. L. Clapp's composite judgment of
100 schoolmen on the elements entering into what is termed "a
teacher personality."

These teacher personality traits are as

follows:
1.
2•
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Sppathy
Personal appearance
Address
Sincerity
Optimism
Enthusiasm
Scholarship
Physical vitality
Rairness
Reserve or dignity

•

Another study, carried through by the survey sta:f":f
(89: 54) of Akron, Ohio, in 1917, in the interest o:r teacher
efficiency, gave the :following personality qualities :ror the
teacher:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

a.

9.

Neat
Vigorous
At ease
S'1lllpathet1c
Dignified
Loud-spoken (voice heard over room)
Stimulating
.
Talkative (i.e., suggestive of ideas)
Enthusiastic

Superintendent Boynton in "What Is Wanted 1n a Teacher?"

(47: 7-a) gives as an answer to his awn question the :following
personality qualities:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

s.
a.

7.

9.
10.
11.
12.

Personality which is contagious
A human being interested 1n other humans
Responsibility tor pupil failure or dropping out
Realization of expense of :failure
Remain loyal to employers
Personal appearance
Order (good housekeeper)
Knowledge of subject
Community interest
Skill in teaching
Initiative (no copy-eat)
Helpfulness in matters

As early as 1888, J. M. Greenwood, Superintendent of the
Kansas City Schools, discussed "Efficient School Supervision"
before the Department of Superintendence o:r the National Education Association.

In this discussion Superintendent Greenwood

advised his colleagues to look for twenty-seven qualities.

The

reader will observe that Mr. Greenwood includes in his list of
~

significant qualities both those that are to be cultivated and

those that are to be avoided.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

1.

a.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
21.

His list is as follows: •

Common sense
Good health
General scholarship
Critical knowledge of the branches
Order
Ability to manage bad eases
Power to teach
Ability to develop thought in pupils
Routine teaching
(This item does not appear, a blank space is left)
Skill in questioning
•
Skill in fertility of resources
Energy and vigilance properly directed
Pleasant voice
Disposition to antagonize pupils
Power to gain good will without spoiling them (the
pupils)
Disposition to scold and grumble
Attention to pupils reciting and also those at
desks
Neatness and cleanliness of room, desks, etc.
Ability to secure cheerful and thorough work by
pupils
Tendency to waste time, doing nothing laboriously
(exactly as given on P• 486)
Variableness in teaching
Steadfastness of purpose in teaching
Disposition to take care of school property
Ventilation of schoolroom and looking after health
of children
Tact and skill in adapting new methods
Originality in management and methods

The above list reads somewhat like the rating seale
of today; seemingly it is its forerunner.
~

ed that the list of

4_

~lities

It must be remember-

was given in a discussion and not

in a formal speech, so that several bad qualities - "Dispositio
to antagonize pupils," "Disposition to scold and grumble," and
"Tendency to waste time, doing nothing laboriously," appear in
the list, probably just as the thought occurred to the speaker.

r
By means of a questionnaire and "otherwise• (no •mention

is made ot what this other procedure was) Madsen (90: 43ff) was
able to obtain from county superintendents the names of 31 teach
ers who proved to be total failures as teachers.

Madsen found

that these teachers had been among the lowest 10 per cent 1n
intelligence tests given at entrance to normal
among the lowest 10 per cent in
time.

subjec~tests

school~

and

given at the same

He concludes that a relatively low intelligence as

measured by intelligence tests or by learning capacity is a
characteristic ot those teachers who fail.

Madsen in this same

questionnaire asked the county superintendents to give the
reasons why the 31 teachers tailed and in his study gives a tabulation as Table I (90: 41-46.

The tabulation is given below

as Table VI of this study.
TABLE VI
31 TEACHERS FAILED
(From I. N. Madsen~ "The Prediction of Teaching Success~" Educational Administration and Supervision, Jan. 1927~ PP• 41-46~
Table I).
REASONS GIVEN BY SUPERINTENDENTS WHY

Reasons
Personal appearance
Poor discipline
Inability to systematize work
Lack of instructional skill
Poor knowledge of subject matter
Inability to cooperate
Indiscreet conduct
Lack of energy~ enthusiasm
Lack of interest
Physical defect

Frequency
3
12

10
13
14
8
8
6

4
2
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r

•

The traits of the 31 teachers who failed in teaching

are diametrically opposed to those traits which superintendents
look for in selecting teachers, says Madsen (90: 45).
"In the final analysis, it is the personality of the

individual classroom teacher that counts for most in the educative process.

System and organization in school work, that do

not tend to develop a more effective

pe~sonality

in the teacher,

count for little," is the opinion of one superintendent of
schools (74: 196).
(5)

Traits Approved by Principals

As the principal in a supervisory capacity is close to
his teaching staff, his observations on successful teacher
qualities should receive attention.

His position between the

superintendent and the classroom teacher puts h±m in the place
of a mediator, who effects an understanding of mutual advantage
to both superintendent and teacher.
Supervision is now one of the chief duties of a modern
principal, but it is difficult to find time for it, as minor
duties often claim his attention and push aside the more important one of supervision.

A helpful aid to the principal in

these days of baste is some rating scheme that can be used to
improve the quality of the educational activities in his school.
I f the principal is to help his teachers, stimulate

them, and lead them to adopt his method of procedure in some

specific school activity, he must stand in the place ot •a
friend, of whom counsel is asked and in whose leadership there
is faith.
As teachers desire •tact, sympathy, patience, appreciation, geniality, justice, enthusiasm, optimism, idealism, selfcontrol, dignity, courtesy, friendliness, independence, confidence in human nature, broadness of vision (117: 76), and allie
qualities in the principal, so a principal must have a very
definite idea of the qualities which produce teaching success
in order to make his classroom visits purposeful.
usuall~

There is

a tendency to judge the doer and not the deed, "a ten-

dency to rate a teacher rather than his workn ( 94: 48), so a
list of these success qualities is interesting, for by its use
a principal, or any other judge for that matter, is enabled to
~or.m

a more accurate conception of the true value of the

teach~

to his school.
Miller (94: 48) in a study that embodied the judgments
of supervisors, principals, and teachers gave the following
traits as those which should receive foremost attention:
·1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

e.

9.
10.
11.

General appearance
Health
Voice
Resourcefulness
Enthusiasm and cheerfulness
Tact
Industry
Promptness
Daily preparation
Scholarship
Professional intenst and growth

rr
'
'

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

•

Interest in individual pupils
Interest in school as a whole
Cooperation and loyalty
Condition of room (order)
Discipline
Attentiveness and interest of class
Ability to meet and interest patrons
Interest in play ground activities
Moral influence

According to Miller (94t 48) a copy of such a rating
list should be 1n the possession of eve»y teacher.

If the

principal helps his teachers to improve by means of a supervisory device of this kind, "he renders them and the pupils a
real service," declares Mr. Miller; and he also believes that
no teacher of satisfactory attainments needs to fear a scheme
for rating.

He mentions this purposely, as there has been

among teachers some argument against, and fear of, the use of
rating cards.
Another investigation by Nanninga (99: 622 ff), in
which eight graduate students {men), all experienced as principals or superintendents of schools in cities of more than
10,000 population, applies a score card to fifteen high school
teachers who had been in service more than five years.

The

investigation showed that the graduate students agreed more
closely with the judgment of the assistant principal, who did
most of the visiting than with that of the principal.

The

rating scale which follows was used by these men and it seems
to stress teacher traits more from the angle of classroom
technic and control than do some of the other rating cards.

..

The rating scale used in the preceding study

gi~s

the

qualities on which the high school teachers were marked, in the
following manner:
1.

Personal fitness
a.
b.
e.

2.

Classroom management
a.
b.
e.
d.

3.

Discipline
Care of routine
Care of room
Study of supervision

Teaching skill
a.
b.
e.
d.

4e

General appearance
Mental poise
Vitality

Evidence of careful planning
Vitalized instruction
Adaptation of instruction to different
grades of ability
Successful accomplishment of aims

Achievements
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Professional growth and spirit
Fair-mindedness
Loyalty and ability to cooperate
Health
Promptness and accuracy 1n matter of
required reports
Leadership
Responsiveness to suggestion and direction

However, as Wetzel says, "Teaching efficiency is relative - it rests on the ratio between actual pupil accomplishment and possible pupil accomplishment" (122: 26-27).

He con-

cludes with the statement that teacher rating is a step to
improve teacher efficiency and in that way is in a definite
manner connected with pupil achievement.
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(6} Traits Approved by Teachers

•

In order to carry out the fundamental aims or objective

that the school should have 1n mind, which are now quite generally accepted as being (1) sound health, (2) worthy home member
ship, (3) mastery of the tools and technics of learning, (4)
faithful citizenship, {5) vocational effectiveness, (6) wise
use of leisure, and (7) ethical

charac~r

(100: 296), a teacher

must have an influence conducive to right attitudes.

In order

to create an influence that is effective and right, the minimum teacher requirement must be that of nobility, "strength of
character and maturity of personality," for from youth we can
expect no positive right attitudes unless it comes in contact
with these qualities in its teachers (24: 390).
"Just what constitutes teacher personality none perhaps
can say," says Davis (63: 142), who made an investigation of
teacher traits that teacher employment agencies recognize in
the for.ms used for teacher placement and of traits mention of
which is made in letters of inquiry sent concerning an applicant for a teaching position.

Davis thinks the "expressions

need defining" as they are used in the forms.

He found the

following expressions used in 58 application forms and 85
letters of inquiry:

•

•

TABLE VII

pERSONALITY TRAITS AS FOUND MENTIONED IN 85 LETTERS OF INQUIRY
FROM TEACHER EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES
(From Calvin o. Davis, "Qualities Essential to a Teacher,"
School Teacher, April, 1930, p. 142.)

-

Hi~

..

Rank
No.

Trait

1
2
3
4

Personal appearance
Health and vigor
Lack of bodily defects
Personality
Lack of peculiarities of
manner or expression
Poise and self-control
Voice
Neatness
Bearing
Temperament
Force
Home ·environment
Nervousness

5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

~

Frequency
of
Mention
a.

Per Cent
of
Mention

63 out of 85
60 " tt 85
47 tl tt 85
36 " " 85

74.1
70.5
55.3
42.3

32
21
18
9
2
1
1
1
1

"

""
"
"
"

t1

tt

t1

"

""
"
"
"

f1

It
IJ

85

85
85
85
85
85
85
85
85

37.6
24.7
21.1
10.5
2.3
1.1
1.1
111
1.1

After examining 58 forms of teacher employment agencies,
Davis (61: 142) lists the following as desirable teacher character traits:

.

TABLE VIII

DESIRABLE TEACHER CHARACTER TRAITS AS FOUND IN 58 APPLICATION
FORMS OF TEACHER EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES
(From Calvin O. Davis, "Qualities Essential to a Teacher, " ~
Hi~ School Teacher, April, 1930, p. 142.)

-

..

Rank
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10
ll
12
13
14

Trait
Good moral character
Spirit of cooperation
Tact
Loyalty
Initiative and resourcefulness
Energy, optimism, enthusiasm
Responsibility
Industry
Puotuality
Adaptability
Persistence
Reliability
Temperament
Inspirational power

Frequency of
Mention

•

58 out of 58
58 u
58
30
58
"
29
58
25 II
58
21
10
7
3
2
l
1
1
1

"
"
" "
"
"n
" n"
""
"
n "
,, "
" n"
1l
If

tf

58

58
58
58
58
58
58
58
58

Per Cent of
Mention
100.0
100.0
51.'7
50.0
43.1
36.2

17.2
10.2
5.1
3.4
1.7
1.7
1.'7
1.'7

...

The reader will observe that these fourteen qualities
are quite similar ·to those rendered familiar to us by our study
of rating scales and of the qualities considered essential by
educators.
What the teacher ought to be, has been rather arbitrarily decided by an elementary school teacher group which analyzed
the requirements for good teaching (2: 28).

They limited these

requirements to their own division in the educational field the elementary.

They used the judgments of competent authori-

ties (who these authorities are the authors do not state}.

the following twelve requirements
•hich every teacher should possess.

a~those

They say a teacher ought

to be:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

s.
a.

'7.

9.
10.
11.
12.

Cooperative
Enthusiastic
Prompt
Loyal
Progressive
Neat
Tact.ful
Responsible
Moral
Kind and sympathetic
Persistent
Energetic

This same group believes that teachers ought to rank
very high as regards the three following requirements:
1.
2.
3.

Knowledge of subject
Skill in performing teaching tasks
Ideals and attitudes

A teacher of great ability, James F. Hosie ('75: 691),
gives his view as to the growth of personality.

Hosie believes•

that with the development and maintenance of
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

s.

7.

Good physical and mental health
Sound ethical or moral character
Good will
Keen intelligence
Capacity for meeting new situations
Practical efficiency - ability to perform as well
as theorize
Sensitiveness to the best - ability to respond to
expressions of beauty and perfections of nature,
life and art,

a teacher has the proper qualifications needed for

~s

position

The composite judgments of 1,002 teachers as to what
the excellent teacher is, were put together by Avent in a most

•

interesting study (4: 19?-222).

In the judgment of the 1 1 002 teachers the traits given
below are considered "essential or at least aidful to the
teacher."

Avent says that usually these qualities are not

listed under personality traits.

..

The judgment of this great number of teachers character
izes the following qualities as

des1rab~e

teacher traits ac-

cording to Avent's study:
Adaptability
Appreciation
3. Common sense
4. Convictions
5. Dependability ( 100% agreement on this point)
6. Independence (16~ mentioned this trait}
7. Force (to overcome difficulties)
a. Individuality
9. Originality
10. Patience
11. Poise - stability
12. Purpose - steadfastness
13. Responsibility
14. Vision
15. Use of good English
1.
2.

Avent believes that the "pooling of opinions of people
in

life situations" is "valuable in determining the excellence

and erroneousness of many human'procedures" (4: 5).

He be-

lieves that 1n the future it may become a possibility to deter..
mine such excellence or erroneousness, but that as yet it has
not been done.

He says that the frequency of reference to

personality in "The Excellent Teacher" is so great that it
leaves no doubt that not only authors and speakers regard the
personality of the teacher as of

~portance,

but that the rank
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•
and file of teachers, also, are in hearty accord with them
(4: 184).

"The very abundant reference to each of these elements
amply confirms the claim the. t they are fundamentally elements

..

of personality" (4: 184), says Avent in presenting the following list of excellent teacher traits mentioned by the 1,002
teachers.

The list as he gives it ranka the personality traits

of the excellent teacher in the following manner:
Personality Traits (from Avent):
a.
b.
e.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

k.
1.

Address
Dignity
Enthusiasm
Fairness
Optimism
Personal appearance
Scholarship
Sineeri ty
Sympathy
Vitality
Courtesy
Generosity

Avent adds tm t people are "not informed that personality has been analyzed into elements, or at least, reduced to
lower terms."

"'There is, u he says, "no lo:lowledge that they

might take the elements of personality individually and cultivate one at a time for purposes of improvement" (4: 191 f'f).
In the same study, but from the angle of schoolroom

technic, Avent gives another view of desirable teacher traits
(4: 203-13).

These other desirable teacher traits are·:

5.
6.

7.

e.

The use of good English
•
Agreeableness of manner (100% agreement here)
Satisfaction (must "sell" the subject matter)
Discrimination (between essentials and nonessentials)
Animation
Outside interest. (makes worthy use of leisure)
Democracy (teacher democratie in spirit, attitude
and action)
Control of temper

summary:
When the seven lists given in this portion of the study
are checked for the most desirable teacher traits, it is found
that Health is agreed upon in seven of the lists, Responsibilitz in five of them; that Personal appearance and Sympathz are
mentioned in four of the seven lists of traits; that Good moral
character, Knowledge of the subject, Initiative and resourceful~,

and Patience are found in three of the lists; and that

Teaching skill, Adaptability, Loyaltz, Tact, Cooperation,
Address, Poise, and Punctuality are each mentioned in but two
of the lists which attempt to give the desirable teacher traits.
(7) Traits Approved by Adults
"One learns much from his teachers, more from his
school fellows, but most from his pupils," says the Talmud.
!very teacher values the good opinion of his pupils,
and if such an opinion cames to a teacher unsolicited, he is
inspired to do still better work.

To be sure, there are also

the poor opinions that people have of for.mer teachers.

These

~--------------------------4--6-----------------------------·
•

opinions come unsolicited, too, and Should be help£ul to any
open-minded teacher for the purpose of self-analysis.
At the home-comings of pupils, and at the gatherings of
the alumni and alumnae organizations of.. the schools, the opinio
of the n child grown tall u is o.ften freely g1ven, though only as
a reminiscence.
Moroney expresses himself' as

to~the

signi.ficance of the

term "social personality," which is synonymous with the word
"service" or with the older Christian precept of "charity" and
mutual aid.

He says that "the people most available at present"

for this service are '1the teachers, the nurses, the doc tors,
the priests, the small .foremen who meet men .faee to face, and

.

heart to heart, who deal with them as individuals of flesh and
blood and not simply as social units or pieces of a mechanism"
(23: 93).

The influence o.f Louis

Agassi~

on David Starr Jordan is

as well known as that of Mark Hopkins on the future President
Garfield.
While Mark Hopkins was President of Williams College,
his personality vitalized its atmosphere and touched the lives
of many young men who a£ter graduation £rom Williams rendered
efficient service in many different walks o.f life.
among this group were:

Prominent

Senator Jolm J. Ingalls of Kansas;

Supreme Court Justice Stephen J. Field; David A. Wells, the
economist; William Keith Brooks, the zoologist; James H. Can-

field, the librarian; and Samuel

c.

• of
Armstrong, the founder

H8l1lpton Institute, "whose spirit in Hampton reached Booker T.
Washington, the famous leader of Tuskegee Institute and the
living spirit of education among his own
., race" (29: 11) •
Eugene Field, the poet, and E. P. Roe, a

popul~

author, were

also students at Williams College.
The touch of Arnold Guyot, the

~eat

t.eacher of geo-.

graphy, of Pestalozzi and Rousseau 1n education, of Louis Agass
iz, that inspiring teacher of zoology, has left remarkable
press for good upon their students.

11

1m~

The stimulus of a great

personality who is filled with enthusiasm for his work and interested in the development of his pupils is the greatest facto
in

teaching" (29: 11-2} can well be illustrated by the influenc

Louis Agassiz had in his school conducted upon an island with-

.

out a schoolhouse and without books.
Wilkins (125: 56?-71) rates five of the best teachers
he had lmown and analyzes the elements of their power to form
a single composite personality.

The qualities he lists are

those in reference to the teacher at work.
1.
2.
3.
4.

They are as follows:

Knows and believes in his subject
Interested in his pupils as individuals
Is courteous and helpful
Develops his powers by professional study

A successful lawyer, noted for his high ideals and true
manliness, was asked:
His reply wast

11

"What teacher of yours helped you most?"

It was a Kiss R____ •

One evening she

r

-
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called me to her desk and gave me a book to ~ead.
and it made me a man.

I ~ea~ it

It was 'Plutarch's Lives' • •• ( 125: 235).

This incident shows just a bit of the "human touch;" perhaps a
bette~

term would be "sincere interest."

Pupils value that

trait highly in teachers, as subsequent studies will show.
Tubbs (118: 121) made a study in which he gathered "information from people recognized as leaaers in their fields as
to factors most potent in their lives" in the hope that such
information might prove helpful to school principals in their
work of vocational guidance.
Tubbs tabulates the items and their frequencies in the
following manner:

(Frequencies arranged in order of descending

values in this study.)
TABLE IX
INFLUENTIAL FACTORS IN SUCCESSFUL LIVES
(From Eston
P• 121.)

Rank
No.
1
2
3

4
5
6
7

v.

Tubbs, Vocational Guidance Magazine, Dec., 1928,

Influential Factors in
Successful Lives
Home influence
Influence of books
Influence of teachers
Training received while in school
Knowledge acquired in school
Neighborhood environment
Influence of friendships formed while
in school

Frequency
62
54
43
34

31
18
13

From the above tabulation it is noticeable that •teacher
influence ranks high, though the influence of books seems to
have been even more potent.

However, the article does not

state whether the influence was beneficent or not.

The infer-

ence may be made, however, that the "leaders in their fields"
were helped by the influential factors listed in
Reudiger gives, in the

followin~ tabl~a

~bbs'

study.

condensation

of the causes that adults gave as influencing factors in their
lives.

He connects this table with

t~t

"phase of mental

development known as the period of mental reconstruction, a
making of an unity of hi@ general knowledge" (30: 150).
TABLE X
CAUSES INFLUENCING LIFE AS GIVEN BY ADULTS
(From Carl Reudiger, Principles of Education, p. 158.)

No.
l.

2
3
4

5
6
7

Causes Given by Adults as
Life Influence
Personalities
Science and Philosophy
Psychology
Literature
Entering college
Joining church
Miscellaneous
Total

Men

Women

35~

45.4%'
18.0%
3.4%
8.3%
16.3%:
2.6%:

33%
4%
s.6%'
8.6%
6.0%

7.8%
100.0%'

6.0%
100.0%'

-soThe personality influence is high for both the men and
the

women~

and among the personalities

mentioned~

it may be

inferred that some of the personalities are teacher personalities.

This tabulation does_not agree with Tubbs'

findings~

in

which books as influencing factors ranked higher than teachers.

An independent study made by the present writer serves
only to corroborate the opinions noted in previous studies.
it the writer tried to ascertain from
from school

work~

adults~

many years removed

what it was that a teacher had in his person-

ality that influenced them so that their present life still
carries the impress of that trait.
adults was:

In

The question asked of the

"What quality was it that some teacher of yours

possessed, that has influenced your life most?"
The following tabulation is the result:

TABLll XI

Teacher

~alitiea

ot Koat Influence as GiYen 'b7 17 .J.clulta.

An independent atudy by A. K. Cylkowaki.

No.

Occupation

Trait or

~lity

lfo. of
Teacher a
Bated

..

l

2

2

Clerical worker

Helpful iatereat to her
a a 1nd1Tld11al

1

3

Teacher

Helptulneas of teacher

l

4

Teacher

Juatloe, fairaeaa,dignity
ot a principal

l

5

Teacher

Sympat~

l

6

Teacher

•Kasaetio" peraonalit7

1

7

Teacher

Dignit7

1

8

Viaitins-teaoher

XDowledge ancl enthuaiaam
tor 8\&bjeot

2

Special intereat and
ao oiabilit;r

l

9

•

10

Teacher

Dlpi ty and lmoWledse ot
aubject

1

11

Law;yer

Sympat~

l

12

Tradeauan

Dlgnit7

1

13

Accountant

saae of hU1110r

l

14

Ch!Jiiat

Beata•••

1

16

Teacher

Thorouabn•••

1

16

Tradeaan

l

17

Houanite

l

Thia atta<%J' ahowa that, of' the intluencins teacher traita
siYen, Dicnitz leada with a couat of' four; XDowle4&• ot f!!bjeot,
-~1-

.§J'Pathy, -.d Helptlal iptv•!t. _rtc•iTe a CC)W.t of three; ,,ile
all the other

~alitlea

were giTen but oae count ia the table.

In concluaion, let ua aee what a Teteran of the rank• thi
o! thoae in the field. Pal ..r (105:4-8) thinka the tour following obaracteriatioa ahould be po•••••ed t·o ao• extent by eTeV'
good teacher. but that thq ••t be present in their tulneaa m
the perfect one; and with theae tour tundaMl'ltala, he aqs, any

•
teacher is aecure. Palmer liata these fundamental
traita aa:
(l) An aptit~d• for Ticariouaneaa (aympathetically
1aasinatiTe)
(a) AD already accu•late4 wealth (sr•t ]teraonality)

(3) An ability to inTigorate lite througn knowledge
(4) A readineaa to be torsotten
!here ie no ambiguity in the laat na•ecl trait, aa it aeana
a aacritice ot recognition and praiae. Palaer has SiTeD ua a
quality that ao
Hewlon

atu~

·~·

baa mentioned.

that the effectiTe teacher will be •.-ong the

intellectuals and will participate actiTely in the lite in
which he aeTea in

~Ch

a

~

aa to

cont~ibute

aoaethins, be it

eYer ao little, to ita enrichment• (101:644), and that the
teacher :uuat be able to enTiaion lite beyond the walla ot hia
aohoolrooa. In the aain, the quotation and re..rk corroborate
the tindinga ot the studies undertaken in the attempt to aecure
adUlt opinion ot teacher peraonality.
Trait• approTed b.1 Students.
The pre-aohool period i•

like~

to be the moat important

a

r-~------------------------------------~
:1.n the lite of the child. 'l'he child at thia tiae beglna to
torm moat ot the habit a which characterize hia cluring lite; thut
the tirat teacher-the mother- cloea

~Cb

by the qualitiea ot

patience, torcetul poaitiYeneaa, and -.ympathetic loYe tor her
own, to

bu~d

into h1a character a

def'•~eatial

attitude, at

1eaat, towarda thoae thiaga apoken ot as sood and helpful. It
the parent allow• the child to becoae willt\11 1 without the
helpful and ~apathetic correction need,d., the burden ot build·
ins right attitude• in the

~ild

will later tall upon the

teacher (107:67)
•student• are indeed apt to be at once the moat penetrat•
ing and moat meroileaa ot Judgea (13:215).

~or

thiareaaon, it

will be rather intereating to aee their eati..tea ot teacher
traits. Leavitt a_,a:
from ulterior

eoono~o

•zt

it ia ahown tbat .acceaa itaelt,apart

or other saina and failure itaelt, are

behavior tactora ot ancient lineage, we ahall regard

~cceaa

and failure, oonaidered as intluenoea tor conduct with a aoaewhat heightened reapect. We ahall be lese likely to think ot
the child t a delight in aucoesa and in co-endation and h:la
diatreaa in failure and under cr:ltio:lam as triYial matter• ot
childiah whim• (84 : 282).
It ia becauae ot their aucoeasea and through their tailurea
that atudenta otten fora decided opiniona ot toraer teachera.
'l'wo ••11 classes ot a Chicago public achool (Graham) were
asked to write what qual1tiea in their opinion made them like
their favorite teacher, and &lao what qualities caused dislike

r~~----~--------~
•54•
tor some leas popular teacher.

r

The following
the older

gro~p

tab~lation

CiTes the result ot the

stu~.

In

there were twenty children ranging from 12 to

16 yeara in age. It ia interesting to note that the,v belonged

to a subnormal room of an ungraded type. The younger group of

..

twenty-tiTe children had a median age of 12 yeara 6 months and
belonged to an •open Window• room for normal children. In making the following tabulation, the child:en were allowed to

~ae

their own Tocabulary.
T.ABLB XII

Trait Ooc~rring Oftenest in the Beat-liked Teacher
Independent Study by A.. X. Cylkoweki •
Trait

lfo.

Jrequency 1lo.
of
Mention

Trait

Jrequency

.r

Mention

l

Neatness of aelf

13

1

Kindness

2

Kindneaa

11

2

Sympathetic

4

3

S7mpathetlc

4

3

Good teacher

3

4

lfeatneaa ot rooa

2

"

GaTe work thq
like to do

3

5

J'airneaa

1

&

J'airneaa

2

6 Does not acold

1

6

Sociable

2

Cleanliness

1

'

Neatness ot aelt

1

8

.Motherliness

1

9

Patience

1

Voice

1

7

10

10

-&5!.ABLB XIII
!rait Occurring Oftenest in the Disliked !eacher.
Independent atu.dy b;y A. ll. Cylkowaki.
lior-.1 Group

Subnormal Group
No.

'l'rait

•

J'requency
of
llention

No.

Trait

..

Frequency
of
.Alention

1

J'aToritism

3

1

scolds

9

2

Too mch work

3

2

Unfair

6

3

Too strict

6

Jo

3

!oo strict

3

4

Loud Toioe

2

4

liot kind

3

5

Not neat

2

& Did not ex-

3

6

No personality

2

6

Waa barah

3

'

Had taToritea

1

8

Seldom
ami led

1

9

GaTe no
1
attention to
slow pupil

plain tully

To be aure, the traits which children notice are tew, but
definite in meaning. J'rom the liat, it is readily aeen that
Kin4De••.~•ken

to mean tympathetic understanding of the child,

heads the litt ot both groups in the

~alitiet

that are liked

bett in their tMchers.
Kratz, in 1896, collected 2,411 papers trom school-children (crade range 2 to 8). He aaked for a characterization of
their beat teaCher. He found that these papers emphasized
particular~

characteristics helpful to them in their studies,

...

~-

t

-11'7.

:tindneaa shown remain long after the subJect matter taught ia

•

torgotten• ('3:61).

Of more than 6,000 themes, 56% mentioned some form of

-

teaching abilitY, euch aa •saTe extra help•, •explained clearly':
and didn't go too faat•.
Discipline waa alluded to in 29%, in 1,896 of the themes.
It seema to carr, as much weight in the children's minda as

•
:t!ndnest, for it ranks a Yery close second.

--

Traita ot Character in these oompoa1t1ona on

Teacher• ranked yery muoh higher than
ed, for !,008 themea or

,9.9~

~

•ut

Beat

other qualit7 mention-

of the whole, alluded to aome

trait ot character. On th1a point the author remarks that it
•proYea that children are conacioua of the kind of peraon a
teacher is,• tor the expressions •helpful•, •friendly•,
•trusted us•, •waa a good aport•, were found repeated many
times.
Hanthorn calla the teacher poaaeaaing the traits mentioned
in thia great number of papers, •the understanding teacher•.
She

~s;

•The understanding teacher continues her angling until

the last member of the claaa catchea her enthuaia!a. Her kin4-

W! DI1St neYer fail, eYen thoup her patigce ia sorely tried.• Loving gratitude to that 'beat' teacher is unbounded• ('3:6lf0
Light, in a similar atu4;y with high-school pupils in
Baberton, Ohio, attempted to aacertain "how pupila, who never
thoupt of teaching, except aa thq haTe been recipient• of the
Proceaa, rate teaching and teaohera• (86:28-32}.
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The

atu~.

in the for.a of a queationaire, iaatruoted the

.

students to •rank the teachers whose claases 70u haTe attended,
putting the one 7ou consider beat, firat, the poorest, laat•,
(86:29) in rank. The comment b,r the

~thor

on thia procedure

was that •the aeneral rank:llliB of the t eachera are, howeyer • so
JaUCh like thoae which were giTen by the superintendent and. the
principal, that it is eYident that the pupila were accurate in
their judgaenta,• ( 86:29). Theae aaae high school atudenta
were further instructed. to answer two

~eationa

aa to what

qualit:lea, in their judsment, made a poor teacher. The repliea
are .ummarized b,y Light as follows:
(Only the

~alitiea

mentioned more than 20 times are

inClude~

r------------------·-60_-__________________~
T.dLE XIV

Judgment of 900 High School Pu.pils on Teacher Q.11alitiea 111
(From 0. L. Light, The Schtol RfTi .. , Januar, 1930 P. 31.)
~ualit1es a Good Teacher
Should Po••••• in the
judpent of 900 High
Schoo~ P\&pila

No.

Trait

~ualit1ea

that Make a Po

T eache:r ia the J'udsmat

of 900 Hi&b School Pupil&

Frequency No.
of
llention

Trait

Frequency
of
Kent ion

1

100d disposition,
kindness, patience,
cheerfulneaa, control
of temper
226

1

Pa:rfl.ali t7

164

2

Impartial

2

Onpleaaant diapoaition, quick
temper

148

183

AbilitY' to explain
clearly

132

3

Lack of discipline

85

Diacl~line

122

4

Poor explanation

56

5 Knowledae of aubJect 78

6

Lack c f knoWledge

48

3

4

6

Yair in markin&

73

6

Lack of humor

39

7

Sense of huaor

61

7

Indefinite aaaignments

29

a

Helpa
claaa

60

8

Talka too much

26

9

Onde:ratanda high
school bo;ra and girla 52

9

Nasa pupila

21

~p11a

out of

10 Xnowa bow to interest
pupila
43
11 Hone & in aJ. 1 her
dealing•

35

12 Good judemeDt

30

13 Good peraonality

29

r

------------------------------------------------------------~
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TABLE XIV CON'T.
NO.

Trait

J'requeno7

ot

Jlention
14

15

Haa achool
spirit

27

Clear and
definite aaaisnments.
26
Althoush there were 900 papera, oaly tour showed personal

• conYinced that the
Tenom, and Light concludes that •one ia
hign aCbool boya and glrla were sincere• (86:a2).
A tew illuminatins atateacta aa to teacher traits were
sathered by Lilbt troa the 900 papera written b.J the Baberton,
Ohio, hip-school b87a and girla. He put a theae atateaents inta
the following paragraph:
•A good teacher should poaaeaa personality: he should be
a good example tor the pup1la; he should know what he 1a talld.J\1'
about and be able to. explain the neceaa&r7 pointe aatiataot.
or1ly. He ahould endure wh1apering or talking, tor we are hlaDaJI~
not •ohinea• ( 86 :32}.

In the aaae -.rmer:
•A poor teacher cloea not haTe a pleaa:lag per110nalit;y. A
teacher ~ baTe a good education, but maJ· not be able to explain a point :ln the lanpase of the pupila. A poor teacher
desirea that we lllaoul4 . . ever;ythins pertectl;r, b\lt we are
only huaan. A poor tea.cher alao marka according to her pupil
l:lkea and dialikea•. (ibidea).
Light, adda that, although theae high school atuctenta
haTe not added to pedagogical literature, •thq did giTe their
teachers an opportunity to read the moat practical, poignant,
Tital, pedagosical information thq had ever read• (86 :32).

-62•ewmark (103:576) worked with 223 atudenta, separated into

eight groups,at the Philadelphia •ormal school, and produced a
etu~

particularly interesting because of the fact that these

young people were planning to enter the teaching profession.
1'he students were aaked to •think: ot

y~ur

beat elementaey achoal.

teacher and make a list of characteriatica he or Bhe possessed
whiCh caused you to select thia teacher aa your beat teacher•,

• school teacher and
and •now think ot your poorest eJ.•entaey
make a list ot characteristica he or she possessed which caused
you to select this teaCher aa your pooreat teacher• (103:576).
1'he

inst~ctions

given b,y Newmark gave the prospective

teachers ao ..thing to analyze, which

ana~aia

would, possibly,

lead to self-examination for auCb teacher traits. HoweYer, he
tells ue that •it ia practically impossible to make a list of
teacher Cbaractertetice which are

autual~

exclusive• (103:&76).

He th1Dks, however, that aey over-lapping ot the trait a would
more deairable than undesirable.
1'he two following tables give the reaulta ot »ewaark'e
etucly.

b

t

-

TDI.ll XV

Characteristics of the .Beat Teachers (Aa Given by 223 !TorDal
chool Stud.enta.)
•
rom David Bewmark, Bleaenta;r School Jourpal .,r11,1928, p.678)
No.

Characteristic

Per Cent

Total

1.

Skill~l

2.

Hu.man

3.

Iapartlal

93

4..

Goed disciplinarian

86

in getting ideaa across to pupils

209

18.95

102

o. S7J1.PathetS.c

80

6. Pleasing personality

69

7.

Sense ot humor

56

8.

Neat personal appearance

44

9.

Alw~s

eaaer to oo8perate

'1.80

41

10. Agreeable voice

3'1

11. Understands children

3'1

12. Broad grasp ot subJect

34

13. Good salt-control

32

14. Good looking

30

16. Careful about records, supplies and

2'1

16. Coaaon sense

26

2.36

17. Interested in pupils

24

2.18

18. Bnthua1aat1o

20

1.81

19. Healt)V'

13

1.18

20. Excellent character

9

0.82

21. Sincere

9

0.82

22. ResourcefUl

7

0.65

2.90

olasarooa routine

..

No.

•

Characteriatic

•64-

Total

Per Cent

23.

Tidy claaaroom

6

0.46.

24.

Proapt

4

0.36

25.

Leason well prepared each day 3

0.27

26.

Colllllarld ot English

!otal

1

i ,1o! ..

0,09
100.00

r
TA:BLS XVI

Characteri•tic• ot the Pooreat Teacher• (A• given b,y 223
Normal School Student•.)
•
(Jrom David Newmark Jlt!!ptary School 1oJrpal ••pril.l929 p.5ao
Io. Characteristic

Total

Per Cent

1.

Weak in •setting idea• across•to pupil

168

19.11

2.

Lacks self-control

101

11 • .S

3.

Partial

10

10.24

4. Poor disciplinarian

6'1

'1.62

5.

66

7.51

..

lacks oo:arnon aenae

s. Unpleasant voice

57

7.

Ualy

35

8.

Un~patbetia

30

3.41

9.

Inhuman

30

3.41

10. Lacka enthlaaiasm

26

2.91

11. Per•on

25

unti~

12. Lacks sense of humr

24.

2.'13

13. Jaulty aoholarahip

11

2.16

11

2.16

15. Jails to co-operate

18

2.05

16. Lack• understanding of children

18

2.05

17. Poor health

1'1

1.13

18. Weak personality

16

1.82

19. Laoka resourcetulneaa

10

1.14

20. Iot intereated in pupil•

10

1.14

9

1.02

'1

o.8o

14. Careless about reoorda,suppliea and

clasaroom

21.

Unti~

22. Tarq

ro~tine

clasaroom

..

r~----------------.
COB!
'l'A:Bla llO. XVI

'D.
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No.

23.

Cllaracteriatica
Lacka daily preparation

24.

Inaincere

25.

'leak

26

Poor collllla.Dd of Bn&liah

character

Total

Per Cent

6

o.ea

6

0.61

3

0.34

2

!otal.87§

0 23

1
ioo.oo

...
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In tablea XV and XVI the given Characteriatica are claaaified according to emphaaia given them b.Y atrength of
The number of the claaa or group aa given in Newmark'•

~bera.
atu~

ia

omitted, aa it baa no real aisnificance in thia part of the
of desirable teaCher traita.

stu~

The author'• (Bewmark

1 a)

.,

concluaion ia that •the beat

teacher is •one who makes you want to learn• and •the poorest
is the one who kills your desire to
Hollinsworth

(1~:85-86)

le~• (103:~85).

gives the Cattell-Nor ..ort~ liat,

in which eight collece studenta (Juniors and aeniora) rated
five of their
on

moat

inat~ctora

for seven traits. The trait agreed

cloael7 by the Jud.Sea waa given rank I, the trait

agreed on leaat, rank 7.
TABL'B XVII

Ranking of Traits, for Agree-.Dt of Judges
(From Hollingworth, Jiii&BI ~man Character p. 85
Trait

Teacher a
Judging
Teacher
(Cattell)

students
Students

Student a
Judging
Teacher•

2

5

JUdging

(Norawort~)

Bff1cienoy

1

llners;y

2

Leadership

3

"3

3

Independence

4

l

6

7

Co-operativeness 5

&:

Cheerfu.lnesa

6

~

2

Kindlinees

'1

'7.

1

"

.ot·
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It i a noticeable that Xincp.iness holda the same rank ( 1)
in the college-student opinion of desirable teacher traits as it
does in the elementar.y-pupil opinion.
l:indlineas with its human touch always strikes a responsiw
chord. Bolton (10:653) puts it thus: •the teacher who cannot

..

meet pupils on their own leTel, though he
scholarly, wise and

philosophical~

~

be ever so

Just, will never enlist

their a,ympathies•. He considers it unfo•tunate that so BUCh
emphasis ia placecl on the understanding of au.bJect uatter, and
so little emphasis given •to

deTel~ping

a deeper and more

sympathetic understanding of child lite•. He is of the convic-·
ion that a teacher should cultivate this quality with
ntelligenoe, •so as to both understand and appreciate it or

An efficiency score card prepared by Strickland, of Kansas
ate .Agricultural College, was used by Jritz ( '15 :630) with 106.
tudents (Juniors and seniors). At the end of a semester Fritz
aTe a brief

directions to the students to rate the instructor

n charse. He asked for no signatures

~d

assured the students

hat it would not influence their grade whether the.y presented
bricks• or •bouquets• to him when rating him on the following
classroom requirements:
\

1. Scholarship
2. Teaching technique
3. Use of English
4. Voice

-e9-

5 • Personality
6. Care of classroom
7. Claas administration
The above named requirements with their sub-heada
totaled 78 points. Yritz wiahed to check on the variability of

..

student judament, so he had the rating ade a second time and
found (he paired the papers by numbera) that the aecond ratings
of 89 students were

substantial~

the s.-e aa the firat. Be

concluded that atudenta vary quite markedly in their ability to
duplicate a Judgment once •de by them.
His

of the student Judgments leads him to believe
the
that •student ratings are of valu• when combined estimate of
stu~

the group is taken" and that an •average claas probably is larae
enough to give a stable rating•. His

stu~

of an efficiena,v

rating of teachers by students ia of value because it serves to
point out the weak factors in instruction, which

~

not be

evident to an instructor (l0:630ff.)
It seems likely also that the "halo effect that goes with
great prestige or widespread popularity would result in unmerited high ratinsa• being given to teachers who hold places
of responsibility, or who are conspicuous because of their
advocaa,r o! 8 bicser athletic programs• (85:456-466). Lehman

~s:

"Too DUch emphasis placed upon student ratings of their teachers
may def•t the very end pursued, namely, the improveaent of

instructional efficiency• (ibidem).

-'70Working on the iaprove-.nt of collese instruction in an
arts college, Breed (48:240-253) reports Juclsments of ea•
faculty members and 100 students at the Univerait7 of Chicago
on 34 instructional activities. Ee found perfect agreement
between facul t7 and student ranking when five large groups of
these activities were considered. Both

facul~

members and

students agreed that rank importance of teacher qualities ia as
follows:

•

l. Knowledge and organization of subJect matter
2. Skill in instruction
3. Personal qualities
4. Professional development
5. University co-operation

The students working with Breed place higher value on:
1. l4aking satisfactory assignments and,

2. The importance of open-mindednese of the instructor
also
3. Want the instructor to manifest interest in general
problems of the university, than did the instructors,
who place greater value on devotion to research
(48:2•'7-253)
Davia (14:'7&4-7&9) shows how ' ' college students save hia
data to -..roork on, when asked to: •List the elements that, to you,
make a teacher really

suc~essful,

that is, what teacher traits

helped you to make the beet courae (or courses) you ever
pursued valuable to you?• (14:764) The replies are given in
table I of Davia' study. This table shows that col lese

-71-

students who intend to become teacher• themselves. are
inclined to choose the same traits that experiences teal.ners
and experienced administrators of a school .,yatem cenerally
mention when discussing deairable teacher traits.

TABLE XVIII
~r

Best Teachers" (Desirable Traits in Opinions ot 76 eollege
students)
Jroa c. o. DaTis - The SChool Review. Vol. #lO,December 1g26
p. 755.

Trait

No.

..

Frequenc;r
ot
.Mention
76

l

Personal interest in

2

Teaching ability, able to present subJect interestingly --to inapire and stimulate

58

Personality

48

Genuine interest
subject taught

and

pupila-triendlineas-a;rmpat~

enthuaiasm for teaching and

43

5

•eat and attractive in appearance

41

6

Kaatertul knowledge ot subJect taught

36

7

General lmowled&e or general culture

34

8

Knowledge of pupils

23

9

Sociable, human, friendly

23

10

Power to discipline

18

11

Cheerful and even tempered

16

12 Jaith and confidence in pupila

15

13 Keen aense ot humor

15

14 Willin;ness to help pupils and co-operate

14

15 Jair but exacting in work assigned

14

16 A pleasing Toice

13

17
18
19
20
21

13

Comaanding the respect ot pupils
Systematic in preparation of day's work
Visor, health
Jorce, ear.aeatness, self-confidence
tactfu1neas

11
9
9
7
7

TABLE XVIII COBT •D~
·Freauency
of
Mention

Trait

!To.

23

Patience

24

Sincerity

25

Pleasing in -.nners

26

Participation in student activities

6

2'7

Resourcefulness

5

28

Capacity tor har4 work

3

29

Poise and dignity

3

30

Idealism

2

31

Ability

2

32

Interest in the town

2

33

Trained

1

34

Traveled

l

35

Possessed of coJZmon sense

l

6
6

..

6

a.

Davia, as a result of this study, thinks that i

r an

individual has a genuine
(a) Genuine leve for his work
(b) Real interest in hia students
(c) Knack for stimulating and inspiring 1is hearers
(d) Winning personality
(e) Fair command of subJect

{t) General culture,
~e

seeae asSQred of success. He believes that other

~raite

are

--

desirable, and tbat training will develop these; but, he

~s,

•

•the first need in teaching is byman interest .. and a
magnanimous apirit• (14:769).
SUaraary and Conclusions:

I a.

In the opinion of educators and

ad~niatrators

the

qualities necessary for teaching success as ascertained from
textbooks are the following: (1) Health, (2) Spmatg., (3)
a

Profeasional training and srowth,.(4) I!.9!, (5) Intellectual

-

honesty, (6) Poise or aelf-control,,. (7) Teaching Skill •
b. From the rating scales, it is evident that: (1)

t 11ching

Skill-AbilitY.,. (2) Health ..,nd .(3) Proteaeiopal srorth are

-

given prime consideration, while (4) General Appearance and
(6)

l!s1

aeem to be of secondar.y importance.

c. The codes of ethica rank, tl) Service.

o~

obli&at1oa to

pupils first.liext in rank, come (2) Courteu,(3) :lthial
beh!vior. in regard to fellow workers and (.4) Co-operatio1! with •
the administration.
Of the qualities enumerated above, it aeems evidtbt that
Health, Professional srowth, .Teaching. skill,. and 1;'_m are the
qualitiea which are regarded aa •••ential to teaching succeas

b.f edQcators and administrators in the educational field·
II a. From the teacher-supervisor angle the desirable teacher
traita are: (1) General appearance. J2) Scholarship, (3)l£ealth,
and ( 4) Tact.
b. In the opinion of adults it is found that: (1) Interest
~helpfulness

to pupils receives highest mention.

-'11-llext in Order adults ValUe {2) Knowledge Of

and

enthusiasm fOi£

the subject. taught, (3) Dipity, (4)Sympath¥, .~d (D) Srbcerit.Y.
c. In the teacher-pupil relationship the ranking of desirab
teacher-traits ia: (l) Kin4Deaa, (2) Sympatbl •. Patience,
Willingness or

co-operation~

(4)

lllld. (5) Impartiality •

..

It ia evident from the enumeration under 2 th&t the
eupervisor seemingly seeks the more practical and acquirable
valuet of pereonalitz, while the adult *nd student opinion
ranks firet those qualities which contain the warmer, the more
vital or human characteristics.
In comparing the lists of desirable teacher traits under
I and II, it is found that (l) Health and(~SYmpft~ receive
the highest frequency of mention. Next in order are ranked
(3) Professional trainins and srowtp.,_(4) Teaching

1!.2.1. and

skil~.

(5)

(6) General Appearaece.

Conclusion:

~rom

the findings made in this

stu~,

evident that the most desirable traits for a successful

it seema.
teach~

personality are those teacher traits upon which the greatest
number of people, by whom or for whom the educative process is
conducted, have agreed.
The greatest agreement in this stuqy waa found to be on
the desirable teachin.g personality tre.its of (l) Health, (2)
SYmpathY, (3) Professional training and sroJ:th,_(4)Teachinea
skill, (5) Tact,and (6) General Appearance. Therefore, it
concluded that these six are the most desirable teacher
personality traits.

.IDiq

be

-75Those qualities found to be most desirable in the t.1acher
personality

~

be developed, according to educator&. Reese

says, •Personality can be developed.-- Many ot the factors that
conatit~~e

a good personality can be cultivated and deYeloped".

(23:13) Lowth

~s.

•xr

a teacher beli«ves that personality is

a determining element in the teaching business, that

peraonali~

can be changed,for one does not haYe to accept herself always
a.

aa abe is now•. (19:27-28).

~de

thinks that "personality,

thought largely dependent on heredity, is in a great measure
capable of' cultivation.-OUr personalit,y is largely an affair
of' our own making. Those who have weak points may by thoughtfulness and resolution atrengthen them; and those who are
naturally strong, by

effo~t m&¥

grow stronger still". (?9:52)

•
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